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10 contributions of the ancient greeks ollie wright updated september 29 2017 the early civilization that
flourished in ancient greece had huge implications for the development of mankind in every sector of life from
law to politics to sport the terminology and innovations of this period are still relevant today 1 western
philosophy socrates plato aristotle these men are household names for a reason they were all ancient greeks
who created systems of thoughts and reasoning that still largely ancient greek civilization the period following
mycenaean civilization which ended about 1200 bce to the death of alexander the great in 323 bce it was a
period of political philosophical artistic and scientific achievements that formed a legacy with unparalleled
influence on western civilization overview the greeks made important contributions to philosophy mathematics
astronomy and medicine literature and theatre was an important aspect of greek culture and influenced modern
drama the greeks were known for their sophisticated sculpture and architecture the ancient greeks are often
credited with building the foundations upon which all western cultures are built and this impressive accolade
stems from their innovative contributions to a wide range of human activities from sports to medicine
architecture to democracy 11 greek contributions to western civilization democracy the alphabet the library the
olympics science and mathematics architecture mythology the lighthouse standardized medicine trial by jury
the theater photo by will h mcmahan on unsplash 1 democracy collection the ancient greeks left the world such
an impressive legacy of ideas that many of them were seen for centuries in the civilizations that followed and
even today cultures around the world continue to display many of the quintessential features of life in ancient
greece the ancient greeks were masters at picking up ideas from other cultures mixing these with their own
innovations and producing unique contributions to world culture greek sculptors adored the human form
painters loved to tell stories on greek pottery and the greek architectural orders can still be seen around the
world today in all sorts of we have the ancient greeks to thank for things like present day democracy libraries
the modern alphabet and even zoology here are some notable greek figures from philosophers to
mathematicians and scientists and how they have shaped the world we know today the ancient greeks also
contributed to developments in art and architecture through the numerous sculptures and temples they
constructed the buildings of the athenian acropolis for example to memorialize their deities delian league
summary home topics ancient greece by history com editors updated march 13 2024 original march 5 2010
copy page link print page deagostini getty images the term ancient or archaic overview greek society was
comprised of independent city states that shared a culture and religion ancient greeks were unified by traditions
like the panhellenic games greek architecture was designed to facilitate religious ceremonies and common civic
spaces independent cities ks2 how did the ancient greeks change the world part of history ancient greece year
5 year 6 how did greek ideas spread so far even after 3 000 years we re still using ancient education published
on october 22 2015 10 ancient greek inventions discoveries still used today written by saugat adhikari though
this post only discusses 10 ancient greek inventions and discoveries there are in fact many more attributed to
them greek findings range from astronomy and geography to mathematics and science solon a member of the
famous seven wise men of greece solon c 630 bce c 560 bce was perhaps the most influential statesman of
ancient greece doubling as a poet and lawmaker solon is best remembered for his immense contribution in
setting up democracy in ancient athens through their accomplishments the ancient greeks forged a cultural and
intellectual heritage that continues to shape our understanding of the world today accomplishments of ancient
greece 1 democracy ancient greece is renowned for establishing one of the earliest forms of democracy
definition ancient greek science is a modern term for the application of systematic inquiry into the individual the
world and the universe which began in ionia in the 6th century bce with thales of miletus l c 585 bce and
continued through the work of the astronomer ptolemy l 100 170 ce to form the foundation of modern scientific
the ancient greeks created history as a way to record study and understand the past these are the fifteen most
important ancient greek historians and their works aug 20 2020 by robert c l holmes ma ancient medieval
history ba archaeology harris homer roll 1st 2nd century via the british library london background with 1
socrates often hailed as the father of western philosophy was a figure of monumental significance in the
development of philosophical thought born in athens in 469 bc he spent most of his life engaging citizens of all
backgrounds in philosophical discussions 29 oct 2021 the school of athens by raffaello sanzio da urbino image
credit raphael rooms apostolic palace public domain the civilisation of ancient greece may have been effectively
ended by the romans in 146 bc but its remarkable cultural legacy is still going strong over 2100 years later



10 contributions of the ancient greeks the classroom May 02 2024 10 contributions of the ancient greeks
ollie wright updated september 29 2017 the early civilization that flourished in ancient greece had huge
implications for the development of mankind in every sector of life from law to politics to sport the terminology
and innovations of this period are still relevant today
7 things the ancient greeks gave us google arts culture Apr 01 2024 1 western philosophy socrates plato
aristotle these men are household names for a reason they were all ancient greeks who created systems of
thoughts and reasoning that still largely
ancient greek civilization history map culture politics Feb 29 2024 ancient greek civilization the period following
mycenaean civilization which ended about 1200 bce to the death of alexander the great in 323 bce it was a
period of political philosophical artistic and scientific achievements that formed a legacy with unparalleled
influence on western civilization
classical greek culture article khan academy Jan 30 2024 overview the greeks made important
contributions to philosophy mathematics astronomy and medicine literature and theatre was an important
aspect of greek culture and influenced modern drama the greeks were known for their sophisticated sculpture
and architecture
ancient greek inventions world history encyclopedia Dec 29 2023 the ancient greeks are often credited
with building the foundations upon which all western cultures are built and this impressive accolade stems from
their innovative contributions to a wide range of human activities from sports to medicine architecture to
democracy
11 ways ancient greece influenced modern society owlcation Nov 27 2023 11 greek contributions to western
civilization democracy the alphabet the library the olympics science and mathematics architecture mythology
the lighthouse standardized medicine trial by jury the theater photo by will h mcmahan on unsplash 1
democracy
the legacy of the ancient greeks world history encyclopedia Oct 27 2023 collection the ancient greeks left the
world such an impressive legacy of ideas that many of them were seen for centuries in the civilizations that
followed and even today cultures around the world continue to display many of the quintessential features of
life in ancient greece
the art culture of ancient greece world history encyclopedia Sep 25 2023 the ancient greeks were masters at
picking up ideas from other cultures mixing these with their own innovations and producing unique
contributions to world culture greek sculptors adored the human form painters loved to tell stories on greek
pottery and the greek architectural orders can still be seen around the world today in all sorts of
the lasting legacy of ancient greek leaders and philosophers Aug 25 2023 we have the ancient greeks to thank
for things like present day democracy libraries the modern alphabet and even zoology here are some notable
greek figures from philosophers to mathematicians and scientists and how they have shaped the world we know
today
history and culture of ancient greece britannica Jul 24 2023 the ancient greeks also contributed to
developments in art and architecture through the numerous sculptures and temples they constructed the
buildings of the athenian acropolis for example to memorialize their deities delian league summary
ancient greece government facts timeline history Jun 22 2023 home topics ancient greece by history com
editors updated march 13 2024 original march 5 2010 copy page link print page deagostini getty images the
term ancient or archaic
classical greek society article khan academy May 22 2023 overview greek society was comprised of
independent city states that shared a culture and religion ancient greeks were unified by traditions like the
panhellenic games greek architecture was designed to facilitate religious ceremonies and common civic spaces
independent cities
how did the ancient greeks change the world bbc bitesize Apr 20 2023 ks2 how did the ancient greeks
change the world part of history ancient greece year 5 year 6 how did greek ideas spread so far even after 3
000 years we re still using ancient
10 ancient greek inventions discoveries still used today Mar 20 2023 education published on october 22
2015 10 ancient greek inventions discoveries still used today written by saugat adhikari though this post only
discusses 10 ancient greek inventions and discoveries there are in fact many more attributed to them greek
findings range from astronomy and geography to mathematics and science
10 most famous ancient greeks and their achievements Feb 16 2023 solon a member of the famous seven wise
men of greece solon c 630 bce c 560 bce was perhaps the most influential statesman of ancient greece
doubling as a poet and lawmaker solon is best remembered for his immense contribution in setting up
democracy in ancient athens
10 ancient greece accomplishments and achievements Jan 18 2023 through their accomplishments the ancient
greeks forged a cultural and intellectual heritage that continues to shape our understanding of the world today
accomplishments of ancient greece 1 democracy ancient greece is renowned for establishing one of the earliest
forms of democracy
ancient greek science world history encyclopedia Dec 17 2022 definition ancient greek science is a modern
term for the application of systematic inquiry into the individual the world and the universe which began in ionia



in the 6th century bce with thales of miletus l c 585 bce and continued through the work of the astronomer
ptolemy l 100 170 ce to form the foundation of modern scientific
15 ancient greek historians and how they ve shaped ancient Nov 15 2022 the ancient greeks created
history as a way to record study and understand the past these are the fifteen most important ancient greek
historians and their works aug 20 2020 by robert c l holmes ma ancient medieval history ba archaeology harris
homer roll 1st 2nd century via the british library london background with
the 10 greatest philosophers from ancient greece and their Oct 15 2022 1 socrates often hailed as the
father of western philosophy was a figure of monumental significance in the development of philosophical
thought born in athens in 469 bc he spent most of his life engaging citizens of all backgrounds in philosophical
discussions
10 key inventions and innovations of ancient greece Sep 13 2022 29 oct 2021 the school of athens by raffaello
sanzio da urbino image credit raphael rooms apostolic palace public domain the civilisation of ancient greece
may have been effectively ended by the romans in 146 bc but its remarkable cultural legacy is still going strong
over 2100 years later
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